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THE APPEARANCE OF A PERFECT LIVING MASTER

Ishwar Puri Ji: “The only power that I have discovered which can give an experience
beyond the universal mind is the power of Love.. pulling you beyond the mind.. to the
Soul [or. Self].. You have no control of it.. The human body with the Soul inside is
experiencing Love all the time.. directly from the Soul.. If it did not come we would be
dead.. flowing through the mind.. [to] all the experiences we have.. of loving people..
We're using it to go outside.. It loses its real beauty.. It's different from how it's
applied here.. The mind uses it through its face.. called the ego.. “I”-ness.. means 'I'm
not you'..
Can we do something to separate it from the mind? No ..all attempts to do something
is done by the mind.. It has to be activated from beyond the mind so it is not used by
the “I”.. Here comes the role of a human being that is different from the others.. The
difference ..is that [others] draw you to themselves.. He.. draws you within yourself..
He operates from beyond the mind.. but we can't see it ..The ego is already making
that person separate..
When you.. fall in love with a person, then the “I” is very weak.. [but] to get pulled
inside to your Self.. can only happen when his awareness/ consciousness is of that
One which is the same One in you and that person.. Baba Faqir Chand [said He
realized a Master is able to appear in our lives because we are]..drawing the
experience from the same single Source.. which is in me and you both.. And that's the
definition of a Perfect Living Master.”(Part 1-(Monthly Meeting, Aug 12, 2016)

